
The Tech Update will begin shortly... 
While you wait, please answer this question   
and submit your answer in the chat:

Have you identified a customer interaction (either sales or 
service oriented) where chatbots could make a difference?
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A few practical notes

Recording
We will be recording this Tech Update which you will 
be able to receive afterwards 
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Chat and Q&A
We will be using the chat function to engage with you during the event. 
We look forward to your questions!

Post Tech Update survey
We will ask for your feedback after the Tech Update 



Conversational User Interface – Learnings and reflections 
from Danske Bank 
June 2020 – Line Munkholm Haukrogh
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What is Conversational UI
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Success stories

Source: Warply analysis & Danske Bank Team analysis
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Learning from …

Source: bbc.com, the wallstreetjournal.com, uxchatme.com, twitter

“My China 
dream is to go 

to America”
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Learnings

Building a bot is 
easy, but it is 

difficult to build 
a useful one

Narrow the 
Domain

Control for 
Errors

Structure your 
Data Collecting 
Method

Make the 
application 
background 
clean

Be concise 
Less is 
more

Avoid false 
options

Everything 
should be easy, 
convenient, and 

intuitive

Brand and bot 
needs to go 

hand-in-hand
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From transactional to relational
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The use cases for conversational design are almost endless… success is dependent on 
understanding customer preferences and changing expectations

Simple 

interactions
Help & 

Feedback

Overviews &                
Complex 

interactions

Service and 
product 
ordering      
& advice
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Learning - Customers wanting to book a meeting…
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Learning - Conversational UI should be used for conversations

Monologue or 
conversation
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Simplicity – even in complex flows… Bridging high tech and high touch allowing the user to 
seamlessly navigate through different touchpoints to resolve their need
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Simplicity – even in complex flows… Bridging high tech and high touch allowing the user to 
seamlessly navigate through different touchpoints to resolve their need

Customer receives a 
proactive message

Big Data
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Simplicity – even in complex flows… Bridging high tech and high touch allowing the user to 
seamlessly navigate through different touchpoints to resolve their need

Customer receives a 
proactive message

Customers reads the 
message and insight

Big Data 1-to-1
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Simplicity – even in complex flows… Bridging high tech and high touch allowing the user to 
seamlessly navigate through different touchpoints to resolve their need

Customer receives a 
proactive message

Customers reads the 
message and insight

Customer chooses to 
contact an advisor

Big Data 1-to-1
Contact 
strategy
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Simplicity – even in complex flows… Bridging high tech and high touch allowing the user to 
seamlessly navigate through different touchpoints to resolve their need

Customer receives a 
proactive message

Customers reads the 
message and insight

Customer chooses to 
contact an advisor

Customer chooses to call 
the advisor – and calls

Big Data 1-to-1
Contact 
strategy

Omni-
channel
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Simplicity – even in complex flows… Bridging high tech and high touch allowing the user to 
seamlessly navigate through different touchpoints to resolve their need

Customer receives a 
proactive message

Customers reads the 
message and insight

Customer chooses to 
contact an advisor

Customer chooses to call 
the advisor – and calls

Customer receives 
minutes from the call

Big Data 1-to-1
Contact 
strategy

Omni-
channel

Advisor
systems
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Simplicity – even in complex flows… Bridging high tech and high touch allowing the user to 
seamlessly navigate through different touchpoints to resolve their need

Customer receives a 
proactive message

Customers reads the 
message and insight

Customer chooses to 
contact an advisor

Customer chooses to call 
the advisor – and calls

Customer receives 
minutes from the call

Conversation archive

Big Data 1-to-1
Contact 
strategy

Omni-
channel

Advisor
systems

CRM
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Our ambition is to deliver a contextual and personalized customer experience

… to contextual interactions

• Behavioral clustering

• Personalized digital sales

• Embedded (IoT, Voice)

From solely conversational

PIVOTING OUR FOCUS … … TO DRIVE MORE CONTEXTUAL ENGAGEMENT
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?                         Line Munkholm Haukrogh

SVP, Head of Digital Banking – Retail Channels
linj@danskebank.dk



Conversational UI 
WHERE TO GO FROM HERE?

Ayoub Hajjem 
Team Lead, Trifork



CONVERSATIONAL UI

Human terms

Smart, can understand 
humans

Conversation

Dynamic, unpredictable 
and interactive  



Power of
Chat

Natural 
Language 

Processing

Tooling 
Maturity

CONVERSATIONAL UI

Why now?

Guidelines 
and Best 
Practices

Customer 
Expectations



Let’s take a few 
steps back…



App

COMMUNICATION WITH THE BACKEND

Backend



Different ways of communication

Imperative
Approach Data Driven UI Backend 

Driven UI

COMMUNICATION WITH THE BACKEND



Imperative Approach
Building UI



Build fixed UI on 
the mobile client

IMPERATIVE APPROACH

1. 



The server 
returns data

2. 

IMPERATIVE APPROACH



Mobile client fills 
out the UI with 
the given data

3. 

IMPERATIVE APPROACH



Backend Driven UI
Building UI



BACKEND DRIVEN UI

Mobile client 
defines UI 
components 
(lists, buttons, 
labels)

1. 



BACKEND DRIVEN UI

The backend 
dictates the UI

2. 



Mobile client 
renders the 
predefined UI 
components

3. 

BACKEND DRIVEN UI



BACKEND DRIVEN UI

The UI can 
easily be 
updated on the 
fly

4. 



BACKEND DRIVEN UI

Mobile client 
renders the UI 
accordingly

5. 



Back to Conversational…
Conversational UI



CONVERSATIONAL UI

Dynamic, 
unpredictable 
and interactive

Notice dynamic 
components:

▪︎ Lists
▪︎ Carousel 
▪︎ Slider
▪︎ Number pad
▪︎ Free text
▪︎ Date picker
▪︎ Address autocomplete



App UI Backend Data Backend

THE ARCHITECTURE



CONVERSATIONAL UI

Human terms

Smart, can understand 
humans

Conversation

Dynamic, unpredictable 
and interactive  

Natural Language Processing Backend Driven UI



Why Natural Language 
Processing? 

CONVERSATIONAL UI

▪︎ Human-like
▪︎ Intuitive (complexity)
▪︎ Fixed flow vs. Dynamic flow
▪︎ Predefined answers
▪︎ Know your customer
▪︎ Sentiment analysis
▪︎ Building relationships with your customer



App UI Backend Data Backend

WHY NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING?

NLP



Tools in the market
Conversational UI



App UI Backend Data Backend

TOOLS IN THE MARKET

NLP



Key Takeaways

Backend driven UI is the only way to go

Be smart and make it smart with NLP

This is a new skill set

Focus on your business and build a custom solution

Use the best practices that make sense for your business



During this presentation… 

Did you identify a customer interaction (either sales or 
service oriented) where conversational UI could make a 
difference?



Thank you and see you 
next time!


